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I. Basic Principles 
To determine the direction that our satellite is facing (i.e. it’s attitude), we will require input                
from some kind of sensor that gives us enough information to calculate it. As the name suggests,                 
sun sensors detect sunlight and use information about its intensity to determine the direction of               
the satellite. A simple way to understand this is to imagine a sensor placed on a flat surface with                   
an incident ray of light hitting the surface. The angle θ created between the light ray and the                  
imaginary line normal to the surface (dotted line in the figure below) is the angle of incidence.  
 

 
Fig. 1.1: Diagram showing the basic idea behind a sun sensor. 

 
The important point here is that the intensity of the light varies with the angle with which the ray                   
hits the sensor. For example, a ray of light that hits the surface with an angle of 0° (i.e. normal to                     
the surface) will have the highest intensity. A ray of light that hits the sensor with an angle of 90°                    
(i.e. hitting the side of the sensor) will have no intensity at all since it’s not hitting the surface of                    
the sensor. For all the angles between, the intensity I varies with the cosine of the angle θ: 
 

osIθ = I · c (θ)  
Eqn. 1.1: The measured intensity is a function of the maximum intensity times the cosine of the incidence angle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



II. Sensor Selection: Photodiodes 
Now that the idea of using the intensity of sunlight to determine its angle is understood, we can                  
choose the proper sensor for measuring the intensity. In other words, it’s clear that a directional                
(i.e. vector) measurement is what we need to estimate our attitude (in addition to reference               
directions, which will be discussed later on). Some of the factors that drive sensor selection in                
this case are cost, accuracy, power, volume, and mass. Photodiodes, passive semiconductor            
devices that output current based on the intensity of light, perfectly fit the bill for this                
application. Additionally, photodiodes such as the Osram SFH-2430 have been used           
successfully on CubeSats sun sensors in the past , , which is the same one that we will be using.                  1 2

This particular model has a wide operating temperature range and field of view, as well as a                 
relatively quick response time (compared to other popular photodiodes). Most importantly, they            
are cheap, at around ~$1.50 per diode! This is important because prebuilt sun sensors cost               
thousands of dollars. 

 
Fig. 2.1: Osram SFH-2430 Photodiode  3

 
Before moving any further, it should be noted that for various reasons, voltage tends to be the                 
preferred method of signal measurement as opposed to current. And since photodiodes output             
current, it’s necessary to create a circuit which implements a resistor from which we can               
determine the voltage using Ohm’s Law (V = IR). More on the circuitry involved will be covered                 
later in this document in Section IV. Don’t worry if you are unfamiliar with circuits — the main                  
point is that even though photodiodes output current, there is a fairly simple way of obtaining                
voltage from it. 
 

1 Satellite Attitude Determination with Low-Cost Sensors (University of Michigan) 
2 Characterizing Performance and Errors of Coarse Sun Sensors (University of Minnesota) 
3 Osram SFH 2430 Datasheet - https://bit.ly/2PEGrPr (Page 1) 

https://www.cubesatshop.com/product/nss-cubesat-sun-sensor/
https://bit.ly/2PEGrPr


Now, let’s revisit Equation 1 and rewrite it to reflect the output that we would be able to obtain                   
from a photodiode circuit: 
 

osV θ = V 0 · c (θ)  
Eqn. 2.1: The measured voltage is a function of the maximum voltage times the cosine of the incidence angle. 

 
Here, θ is the angle of incidence and Vθ is the measured voltage. In other words, it’s (hopefully)                  
what our circuit and program would spit out if we were to shine light at the sensor. V0 is the                    
reference voltage, which is a fixed value that corresponds to the light intensity that occurs at an                 
incidence angle of 0° (i.e. the highest possible intensity and voltage output). So, if we can                
measure Vθ, then all that’s left to do is to isolate θ: 
 

os ( )c −1
V 0

V θ = θ  
Eqn. 2.2: Once we have the measured voltage, it is easy to determine the incidence angle of light θ. 

 
This is the basic idea behind how we will use photodiodes to determine the sun vector. Of                 
course, the actual sun sensor will be more complicated than this. For example, imagine a 1U                
CubeSat with one photodiode slapped flat onto each face of the satellite exposed to one light                
source. Take a second to visualize all the orientations in which a cube could be hit by light. At                   
any given time, the satellite will have at least one face exposed to light (the easiest scenario) and                  
at most three faces exposed to light (the most complex scenario). If there are three inputs like in                  
the latter scenario, then we will need to take all three of those angles into account to determine                  
the sun vector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
III. Progress and Problems 
In this section, I’ll discuss what we’ve learned, where we are currently at, and the problems 
we’re facing. 

A. Requirements 
○ The entire sun sensor assembly must be below 8 mm tall. This should give us 

plenty of space, the current sun sensor pyramid design is under 4 mm tall.  
○  

REQ-ADCS-0001 Attitude Determination 
Accuracy 

Shall determine the CubeSat attitude to an 
accuracy of +/- 5.0 degrees. 

 
B. Circuitry 

Firstly, it must be noted that photodiodes produce a very tiny signal (i.e. voltage), one that is                 
unreadable by the Arduino because of how weak it is. Since the voltage from the photodiodes is                 
too small to be read by the Arduino, the signal must be amplified to a readable level. Integrated                  
circuits (ICs) called operational amplifiers (op-amps) are used to accomplish the required signal             
amplification. There are entire classes dedicated to the study of op-amps (ENG 100 spends a               
significant amount of time on op-amp circuits) so we won’t go over exactly how they work here. 
 

 
Fig. 3.1: Pinout for a common operational amplifier. 

 



The important point here is to realize its function in this context, which is to boost the tiny signal                   
coming from the photodiodes. Fig. 3.1 shows an image of the μA741 operational amplifier,              
which is a commonly used general-purpose op-amp. If you want to know how to build the                
photodiode circuit that we’re using for testing, it will be helpful to familiarize yourself with the                
function of each pin. It looks like a busy figure, but we can simplify things a little. Specifically,                  
ignore pins 1, 5, and 8 -- we don’t need them (in fact, pin 8 literally does nothing). The most                    
important thing to note is that the input (+) of the photodiode goes into pin 2 and the output from                    
pin 6 (Vθ) is what connects to the Arduino. The specifics of the circuit we are currently using will                   
be described in the next section, including detailed information on how to construct it using a                
breadboard.  
 
The schematic shown below (Fig. 3) is the circuitry required for each photodiode. The op-amp               4

is represented by the triangle in the middle and the photodiode is the smaller triangle on the left                  
with the two arrows pointing at it. C1 and C2 are capacitors and Rf is called the feedback resistor.  

 
Fig. 3.2: Amplifying circuit used to amplify the weak signal from a photodiode. 

 
The component at the bottom (three horizontal lines) is ground, and lastly, Vout is the amplified                
output of the circuit. Again, these components will not be covered here, but the basic idea is that:                  
using this circuit, it’s possible to (1) output a voltage instead of a current, (2) amplify the output                  
from the op-amp, and (3) clean-up the signal that it puts out, thanks to the capacitors. This circuit                  
is repeated for each photodiode in the circuit and each output is connected to a microcontroller                
(e.g. Arduino, Raspberry Pi). 

4 Characterizing Performance and Errors of Coarse Sun Sensors - https://bit.ly/2BZKDBe (Slide 17) 

https://bit.ly/2BZKDBe


 
C. Testing 

So, now that we understand what photodiodes do and how to construct an amplifying circuit, we                
can move into the testing phase. So far, we have two tests planned.  
➢ Test #1: Angle vs. Output (single axis) 

The first test involves using a light source (e.g. a lightbulb) and varying the angle of either the                  
photodiode or bulb to test its response. The datasheet for the particular photodiode we are using                
contains the graph shown below (Fig. 4 ). What’s shown is the same thing in two different                5

coordinate systems: the left is in polar coordinates and the right is in Cartesian coordinates.  
 

 
Fig. 3.3: Directional characteristics of our selected photodiode. 

 
Looking at the graph in Cartesian coordinates, the x-axis is the angle of the light in degrees and 
the y-axis is the output of the photodiode. When the angle is 0° (i.e. light is hitting the 
photodiode normal to its surface), the output is maximum (1.0). And when the angle is 90°, it’s 
hitting the side of the photodiode, and the corresponding output is at its minimum (0). In other 
words, the output decreases as the incidence angle increases. Recall Eqn. 1.1: 
 

5 Osram SFH 2430 Datasheet - https://bit.ly/2PEGrPr (Page 4) 

https://bit.ly/2PEGrPr


osIθ = I · c (θ)  
Eqn. 1.1: The measured intensity is a function of the maximum intensity times the cosine of the incidence angle. 

 
This equation is reflected in the behavior of the photodiode, as shown in the above graph. Our 
first test will involve verifying this behavior by fixing a light source directly above a photodiode, 
and rotating the diode 180° about an axis orthogonal to the light rays to test its response across 
the entire surface. 
 
➢ Test #2: 3-Axis Sun Vector Test (using the WoodSat setup) 

This test will be much more involved, and will heavily reference a similar test on CubeSat sun 
sensors from University of Minnesota . We will construct a wooden model 1U CubeSat that can 6

be rotated about three axes. Angles will be laser cut onto the stand so that we can adjust the 
satellite’s position and know its exact orientation using Euler angles, which allow us to 
characterize the attitude of a body with respect to a fixed coordinate system.  
 
As before, a light source will be fixed above the model and the satellite will be rotated to 
different positions with known angles. Using the angles marked on the test stand, a theoretical 
sun vector can be obtained. Then, using the voltage outputs from the photodiodes mounted on 
the model satellite, a calculated sun vector will be obtained, and then compared with the 
theoretical sun vector.  
 

 
Fig. 3.4: Test stand CAD model in SolidWorks, designed by Austin Oo. 

6 Characterizing Performance and Errors of Coarse Sun Sensors - https://bit.ly/2BZKDBe (Slides 18-30) 

https://bit.ly/2BZKDBe


IV. Circuitry & Code  
The diagram below (Fig. 5) shows the amplifying circuit required to boost the signal from the 
photodiodes so that it can be read by the Arduino.  

 
Fig. 5: Fritzing diagram of the amplifying photodiode circuit being used for testing. 

 
 


